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Effects of the Memrization of Rule Statements on
Performance, Retention, and Transfer in
A Comput.v-Based Learning Task
NOi;on J. Towle
The F-4):hda State University
ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION

Much of the instruction presented in today's public school concerns
the acquisition of what Gagne (1970) has called intellectual skills..

Pobaby

the most common type of intellectual skill being learned in the schools :s
the acquisition of principles or rules.

caton of rules enables

The learning and subsequent appli-

individual to respond to a great variety of

sftuationt; in a regu ar and effective manner.
a Yule and
as

When a student learns to apOy

behavior 1- .comes rule-governed, he may react.to situations

:.'asses of -situations rdther than being required to meet each situatIon

a3 uroque.

Rule. governed behvior, then, is more efficient and effective

than behavior that woucl be reqiWred if there were no rules that gencraize
Imre than one situat;or.

Since much of schoobased learning involves the learning ard application of r60;es,

it bi imperatve that an instructional paradigm for the

teachig and Iearrig oc

v,,,.4

es be both efficient in the short-term view of

in;itru:ton, and effecthie in the longer-term view of retention and application cf learned rules. in transfer situations.

Several instructional

psychologists have' offered instructional sequences thought to be-effective
in the teaching of rules.
.

Three of the better defined rule instruction

models are presented beIow.

Gagne (1970) suggests that an instructional sequence for the learning
of rules should include the following
Step 1:

Ceps:

Inform the learner about the form of the performance to be

expected when learning is completed.
Step 2:

Question the learner in a way that requires the reinstatement

(recall) of the previously learned contepts that make up the rule,

1

2

Step 3:

Use verbal statements (.Lues) that will

lead the learer

put the rule together as a chan cf concepts, ir the Freres coder.
Step 4:

By means of a question, ask the iecvner t.c demonsv:ate one

or more concrete instance'; o+ the rule,
4

Step 5:

(optional, but useful for -hater inst!.ucticn):

By a E,Lotable

question, require the ere to make a verbal statement ot the
rule,

Evans, Homme, and Glaser U962). in. de'.e!ocrig a sy-,tE.m

construction of programmed instuct.,on sequences fo

the

the leam.ng c

recommend the following sequence:
1)

Present a frame wh!ch incAudes

verba

statement or. th(: rule

being learned, a compete. e,c1mp'e. cj the rule, and
example of the rule.wh'J. ''ecuire.:
2)

Gradually withdraw SCMjti,

.7

a ..respcnse f!'1)m the ::ituder.

pprt. wth-use ci* i(ame

the rule statement and d or'Ca; example; oe a =.>-rnite
and a partial example, (P'

complete examOe and an

rule statement, each requiring a response from the student,
3)

The instructional sequence should terminate when the student can
deal effectively with a criterion testing situation in, solving an
example problem or stating the rule with minimum stimulus 'support.

4)

When two or more rules are being presented, frames with incomplete
rule statements and partial examples of each of the rules should
be used to help the student discriminate between the two rules:,

In a proposed model for adaptive instruction in rule teaching,
P.

Fa Merrill (1972) suggests that the basic strategy would consist of a

sequence of instructional frames that would employ a fading technique,

3
1)

First, present a statement of the instructional obdective, rule

statement, several examples along with explanations of why they
are examples of the rule (prompts), several partial examples
requiring an active student response, appropriate feedback con tangent on student responses, and prompts after the student made
the incorrect 'response,
2)

Same as (1) with the exception of deleting the prompts for the
complete examples and different part is

3)

examples,

Same as (2) except for deletion Of all prompts, pbjective statement, and complete examples.
Present complete example and several partial -examples with

accompanying feedback contingent on student responses.

Present an example, Incomplete rule statement, and contingent
feedback-

Presentation or incomPjete rue statement with appmpriate
feedback,
7)

Present several partial examples along with feedback contingent
on student respohses.

The.P. F. Merrill model assumes that only the very low ability students

would need to proceed through every frame in the sequence.

Most students

would be able to skip some of the lading frames, while very high ability
students might be able to skip the highly prompted frames and some of
the fading frameg%

One of the essential distinctions that must be made in the discussion
of rule learning is the one between a rule as an infe,red capability or
intellectual skill and the representation of a rule as a verbal 'statement

4

(Gagne, 1970).

Gagne further suggests that, while knowing the verbal state-

ment does not necessarily mean understanding the rule, it is thought,equally
important. t.o recognize that verba

of learning a new rule in a cructa

statements usually enter into the process
way.

The verbal statement of the rule

communicates and interrelates the concepts that the student must use or
learn in order to

apply the rule under -cons-Aeration correctly.

Gagne

further suggests that, while knowing the verbal statement does not necessarily

mean understanng the rule,

lt.

:s thought equally important to recognIze

that verbal statements usually enter into the process of
in a crucial 'way

ea'tri.ng a new rule

The verbal statement of the rule commun!cates and inter
order tc apply

relates the -:cricepts that the student must use or lea-r

the Yue under consideration coo-'eGtly,

Gagne propose

that a student may

learn a r' 'le without learning the verbal statement of the-e. although
the lluman adult often leams both, Tn view.of the fact -that the rule statement. may be used as a cue to the ;earning of the .rule.

Fu-Oer, the learner

may also be able to demonstrate the rule at some later time wthotit being
able to verbalize the rule statement or t.o recall it as a verbal statement.

Each of the three rule instruction models presented above recommends
that a verbal 'statement of the rule being learned should be presented at

the beginning.of the instructional sequence.

A.reason for this procedure is

that presentation of the rule statement at the beginning reduces the risk
of the student "discovering" an incorrect rule.

The verbal statement of

the rule also serves as a cue to learning of the new rule,

All three modelt

also include the learning of the rule statement as an integral part of the
instructional sequence in teaching rule application skills

5

Though each of the three models includes a requi:'ement for the stu:ent tt, learn the statement of the rule, this skill cannot be considered

as a demonstration of rule learning

Gagne proposes that being able.to

repeat the rule statement from memory would allow the student to talk about
the rule on a later occasion,- P. F. Merrill suggests that the ability to

state the rule verbally may serve as a-valuable cue and/or memory aid for
subsequent application of the rule.

Gagne would have the rule statements

lea!med at the end of a sequence of instruction rather than the beginnings
Both the P. F. Merrill and the Evans, et al. models integrate rule state-

ment memorization within the Me applicaUon instruction,
The learning of rOe -application skills foie a one-time application

is obviously not an objec.tie of the educatIon system for students,
student_must et.ain and be able to apply the rule

']rl

The

transfer problem

soling s-ttuations to make the instruction worthwhile,

Though generally

recognized as, impoytant, many researchers report a lack of retention in

school yearned subjects (e.g LaYton,,1932; Lahey, 1941; Smeitz, 1956;
Pressey, Robinson, & Hu rocks, 1959)
.

Research in.matheriatics education and science education has indi-

cated that intellectual skills such as problem solving and rule-governed
behavior are more resistant to forgetting as compared with lower order
intellectual skills and verbal information (Lahey, 1941; Layton, 1932;
White, as reported by Lahey, 194'1; Gagne & Bassie-r, 1963),

Because rules

and principles are highly resistant to forgetting, the inability to

correctly apply a rule at a-time some distance from the-or'ginal learning
can be attributed to lack of retrieval of the correct rule rather- than not

having stored the rule in memory (Bruner, 1961).
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That the problem of retrieval of information.is as important as the
initial storage of that information is further expounded. by Tulving and
Pearlstone 1,1966).

They have postulated thatretentionoperformanceis

dependent upon both the degree of availability (available in storage) and
the degree of accessibility (ease of retrieval) of the information required
in the retention task-.

Studies cited previously have shown that rules are

qllite persistent in memory.

It'could be assumed, then, that once a rule has

4n memory and is available in memory

been learned it has also beer
for use at some remote time,

The retrieval of this rule for use in a

retention task is now dependent-up,Dn its accessibility; i.e., having the

proper cues present to in1Liate the systematic search necessary for its
.

retrieval..

Tulving and PeaH..itone con:lude'that accessibility in recall

of previous4 lea-led items
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of having an appropriate method

to retrieve ;.t.ems that a,re re tamed,

P..F. Merrill (1922) suggests that the ability to verbalize the
rule statement may serve as a 4,.seful cue for application of the rule in a
retention task.

The present study attempted to determine the effect of

memorizing rule statements in an initial rule application instructional
sequence on retention of rule application skills.

Also, the effects of

rule statement memorization on initial rifle application learning and on

transfer.of the rule application skills were investigated.

In-addition,

the present study,-assuming-thatmemorizing.rule statements will
rule application skills, sought to determine the proper
placement of the memorization task within the instructional sequence.

RELATED RESEARCH

The literature review is divided into three sections.

The first

is a description-of-the-concept-of 'rule-and rrulezgoverned behavior asheld by several leading educational-psychologists;

The needis recognized

for commonly accepted defnitions.of-rule-and rule-governed-behavior,
The second section'is'a summary'of'theslitcrafve'which investigates-seveia!
flportant -variables to be considered inthe'initial-learning of ,t2es.

The

Instructional task used-in th s study-wasdeveloped to promote
Elaining of the Nies un thebasis of these findings

The final sect-en

is a summary 0. the concepts of-availabilityand accessibility 'n memory
p'-evously learned information,

Rude and Rule-Gove.rned Behavior

Ih a serves of papers culminating in a thorough explication of his

tVnking in this area, Scandura (1972) deplores the lack of a commonly
accepted definition as to just what rule-governed behavior is,

Both

Scandura J1972) and Gagne (1970) distinguish between behavior governed by
a learned rule from the rule itself.

Gagne states that a'rEtle is not the

verbal statement that simply represents the rule but is an internal state
of the individual which governs his behavior.

Gagne defined a rule (con-

struct) as:

An inferred capability that enables the individual to respond to a
class of stimulus situations with a class of responses, the latter
being predictably related to the former by a class of relations
£1970, p. 197.
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Scandir;a proposes:

A rule may be defined as an ordered-tripie (D, 0, R) where D refers
to the determining properties of the stimuli , and 0 to the combining
operation or tansformat;on by which the derived properties (of the
responses, R) are derived from the properties in D [1970, p, 520].
This could be expressed as the mathematical function R . 0(D), where D is
the domain, 0 the function,. and R the range.

Based on his extensi'e work

in the concept-learning fie!d, M: D. Merrill defines a rule as:

A statement of relationshp between two or more concept classes
[1971, p.

P. F. Merril) uses compute-sclence terminology to define rule-governed
behavior as:
The ability to perform a spec.7i-ied operation on inputs from a
specified class of inputs to
a specific output from a

class w'butputs-[1972, p.

82].

Clearly each of these educational psychologists is describing the
same kind of behavior.

Howe..:e-, there is a need for clarifying the def,

nition of rule and rule-governed behavior.

three interreated concepts

It will be helpful to consider

order to more fully describe rule learning.

These are the rule statement, the rule, and rule-governed behavior.

A

rule statement describes the procedure to be followed in performing a
specified operation on inputs from a specified class of inputs to produce
a specific output from a claSs of outputs.

The rule is considered to be

the procedure or operation described by the rule statement.

Following

this distinction, the common question "What is the rule?" should be stated
as "What is the -rule statement?" as the rule itself cannot be verbalized.

The rule exists in the abstract world and can only be inferred from the
rule statement or by observing rue- governed behavior.

Rule-governed

behavior is that, behavior that would resultfrom a student correctly
applying the rule.

9

The ambiguous term "rule learning' may now be divided into two
appropriately descriptive terms: (1) learning the rule statement which
'efe:rs to learning to verbalize the rule statement, and (2) acquisition

of rule-governed behavior which refers to the correct application of the
rule.

A student has learned a rule statement when he can verbalize a
.

statement containing (1) a description-of'all of the-critical steps in
the rule application procedure, (2) a-description of the class of inputs,

End (3) a descriptionof the class oVoutputs; -This-verbalzed statement
could be in the. same form.as*it-was'presented.to'the student-

be acceptable in a paraphrased form if it
the rule,

.

ticluded thecl-itical aspects of

The rule statement

For example, constder the APL functIon,ti.

describing the function

"If V is a string of-numbers,

gi,es the sum of the numbers."

An

it could

(sum V)

acceptable rule statement could be

",./V means to add the numbers in the vector V together."

Because both

rule statements describe (I) the operetYon or pcnedu:.e (,add, sum), (a)

the class of inputs (string of numbers, vector), and (3) the

of out-

puts (sum), they would be equally acceptable as an :ndication that the
student had learned the rule statement,
Rule-governed behavior may be demonstrated by using the rule to
respond correctly to a rule application situation which has neither been
previously analyzed nor seen analyzed by the learner.

After a student

learns the application of a rule, his subsequent behavior may be termed
rule-governed behavior.

Considering again the APL function

a student

demonstrates rule-governed behavior if, when presented with the problem
+/ 4 3 1, he responds "8".

Scandura (1972) makes the point that a student
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may employ mere than one rule to arrive at a correct response..

Because

this question is not central to this'study, though important, it was.
assumed that a student: applied the rule in question if he responded

correctly to two out of three.ofthe unsolved problems- associated with
the rule.

The response "8" probably would not logically be associated

with +1 4 3 1 without the addition of 4+3+1.

The Learning of Rules

M. D. Merrill and Boutwell (1972) have developed an interesting
task content-student behavior classification system for classifying cog-

nitive behavio.

The first dimension, task content, refers to those charac-

teristics of a task identifying it as primarily a paired associate, concept, principle (rule), or problem task.

The second dimension--student

behvlor--refers to the ovett acts a student perfoms and the conditiOns
unde-r which these acts must be observed before they can be termed dis-

criminated recall, c)assificaUon behavior, rule-using behavior, o.--higher
order rule-using behavior.

The boxes on the diagonal of Figure 1 are the

categories developed from Gagne's types of learning by M. D. Merrill .(1971).

The other boxes indicate combinations of task content and student behavior.
In investigating the rule-Using principle-content dimension categories, it

is interesting to note that, theoretically, a student may use discriminated
recall behavior to solve a problem in a rule-applying situation if he has

r

seen that problem previously.

The next step of the student behavior axis (classification) indicates that when given an unencountered instance
the student is able to indicate class membership.

of a particular class;

For instances of either

the stimulus set or response set principle or problem classification is

Problem
Solving

HIGHER ORDER
RULE USING

1±'
-141-115fil4
/11.111

/

/

Analysis
(rule learning)

RULE USING

/

Component
Rule Using

Rule Using

//

Classification
/ (concept
/'
learning)

CLASSIFICATION

R Sets and /or.

D Set and/or

It Set
Classification

Sets

and/or

/ Instance
Operations
Classification

z
DISCRIMINATED
RECALL

Higher Rule

Discrete Memory
Discrimination
Learning,/
'Component Recall

PAIRED
ASSOCIATE

Definition
and/or
Instance
Recall

Rule
andhar
Solution
Recall

CONCEPT

PRINCIPLE

and/or
Solution

PROBLEM

CONTENT DIMENSION
Figure 1.

Two Dimensional Task Classification - - Behavior and Content

The diagonal(shaded boxes) are the categories included in the Gagne-Merrill hierarchy
(Gagne'1965, 1970; Merrill, 1971). Parentheses are Gagne's
terms.
Underlined words
are suggested terms used In the Merrill-Boutwell paper to clatsify tasks in both
dimensions simultaneously.
Source:

M. D. Merrill and R. C. Boutwell. Instructional Development: Methodology
and Research, Working Paper No. 33. Brigham Young University, 1972.
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frequently neglected in instructional programs.

Students are often able

to use a given operation once 'a problem has been identified as a member

of the D set to which the operation applies,

But frequently they are

unable to deterMine when to use a given operation, i.e,, to choose the
proper rule.

The level of student behavior that is most often considered

when discussing rule or principle learning.is that of rule-using behavior.
A student. has demonstrated rule-using behavior if, when given an unen-

comtered instance of a particular D set, he can app )y the operation 0
and produce the corresponding member of the R set,

Obviously, unless the

student is told that the particular problem presented is a member of the
app qpriate D set, he must first perform a classificaton task by correctly

identifying the class membership of the instance.

Verbalization of Rule Statements

Gagne and Smith (1962) designed a study to irvestigate the role of

vErbalizing done by Ss during problem-solving stuatoml,

Results indi

cated that Ss who were instructed to say aloud their reasons for making
each step in the solution to a practice problem reached a correct solution
for the final
verbalize,

task in fewer attempts than did Ss who were not required to

This difference increased as the problems became more difficult.

'In addition, those Ss who were required to verbalize their reasons for each

problem solution step were able to formulate general principles of problem
solution after correctly solving the final task vroblem better than those
Ss not required to verbalize during the practice attempts,

Seidel and Rotberg designed a study to answer

n part the question

"Does verbalizing the content of a rule where separably measurable from

mediating responses aid or hinder a concept-leaning and problem-solving

13

capability?!'

(Seidel & Rotberg, 1966).

To

explore the verbalization

factor, one-third of 60 paid volunteer high school students wrote computer programs and periodically wrote out the content of the rules used
to guide the writing of computer. programs (rules group); one-third wrote
computer programs and periodically. wrote down names they (students) gave

the rules (naming group); and one-third wrote the computer programs

without any verbalization of the rules (computer program only group),
The task was presented via a programmed instruction text.
Results of the Seidel-Rotberg study showed that the students who

were required to give back the rules in the words of the instructor
n this case, the instructional program) during the course of learning
also were able to do this quite well on a criterion test.

They, in fact,

were able to assimilate and repeat the verbal material better than the
other two groups noted as the naming and computer program only groups,

As would be expected, the ru.as group took longer to complete the
instructional material than did the other two verbalization groups,

Further results indicated that the subjects required to write the content
of the ruleS during training did not do as well in writing computer pro -.
grams on the criterion.,test as the subjects who had simply to write the

names of the rules during the training or the subjects who learned with.

out. either additional requirement..

A retention test involving the

application of concepts-learned during the instructional program in
writing computer programs showed no statistically significant difference
among the three groups.
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Availability/Accessibility cf Rifles

Bruner (1961) suggests that -Ae principal problem of human memory
is not storage, but retrieval.

That we seem to be able to store a huge

quantity of information Bruner infers from the fact that recognition
(recall with the aid of maximum prompts) is so very good in human beings,
particularly in comparison with spontaneous recall where we must retrieve
stored information without external aids or prompts
that the key to re.t-rievaI

,

Bruner indicates

c.rganizatIcn c" kricWng where to find the

crmation and how to get there,

In a related study reported by Tung ann Peaston6 (1966) subjects learned on a singe tral lsts cf words betmgng to explicitly
des ;grated conceptual categories.

Lists varied

n terms of length (12,

24, and 48 words) and number of words per category ( 1, 2, and 4).
ate recall was tested either Tn presence r)
et..ieval cues,

absence of category. names as.

Cued reca! was hAher than niNi-cued recel, the differ-

ene vaqIng dtrectly It:th
per category.

Immedi-

5t.. length and inverCy with number of items

This finding was interpreted by itiving and Fearlstone as

indicating that sufficiently intact memory traces of many words 'not
recalled under the non-cued recall conditions were available in, memory

storage but not accessible for retrieval,

Further analysis of the data

in terms of recall categories and recall of words.within recalled categories caused Tulving and Fearlstone to suggest two independent retrieval
processes.

One is concerned with the accessibility of highe -order memory

units and the other with accessibility of Items within higher-order units.
Organization of material, whether suggested by the experimenter or imposed
by the subject, seems to affect recall performance primarily by making the

..
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desired information more accessible in an otherwise limited biological
retrieval system.

This organization need not have any effect on the

availability of the information in the storage.
In an unpublished study, Hannum (1972) reported that when a
retrieval cue was used in conjunction with a retention test, performance
in a rule application task was substantially improwed.

The effectiveness

of the retrieval cue provides support for the position that intelleCtual
skills are not forgotten or lost:

The lack of ability to retain or

reinstate previously learned rule-governed behavior may be due to a
faulty retrieval .scheme rather than a loss of the skill

itself.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The learning that takes place in school settings includes the very.
important category of learning of rules,

Rules are probably the major

organizing factor and, quite possibly, the primary one in intellectual
functioning (Gagne, 1970),

Rules guide the behavior of individuals in

meeting many situations and in solving a variety cc- problems,

The learning

o.a rule for a one-time application is obvicusly not an objective of the
education of our schools.

The student must retain and use the rule in

etention and transfer problem-soli,Ing situations to make the instruction
worthwhile.

As an attempt to further the gains aeaciy made 1n devising

the best rule instruction paradigm possible, the present: :nvestigation

attempted to assess the effect of learning verbal.statements of rules on
the

learning, retention, and transfer of rule-governed behavior.
.Following Tulving and Pearl stone (1966) it was thought that rble

statements having been previously learned would provide the cueing
necessary to increase the accessibility of the app.ropriate rule-governed

behavior in retention situations,

It has been shown that the probability

of the retention of once-learned rules is quite high.

If behavior appro-

priate to a rule is learned but not accessible in memory for a later
application, the problem can be assumed to be due-to improper retrieval
from memory.

Emphasis in this paper was placed on attempting to determine

the contributions of the memorization of rule statements to the acquisition
and retention of rule-governed behavior.
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Retention has alsc.been shown to be unrelated to ability or achievement when the original learning is equalized (e.g. Klausmeier & Feldhausen,
1959; Shuell & Kappel, 1970; Smeitz, 1956).

By insuring within the instruc-

tional program that all students perform to a prestated criterion, original
Differ-

learning by all subjects in this study can be assumed to be equated.

ences occurring in retention performance can be laid to the difference in the
experimental variable--that of memorization of a rule statement,

If

indeed, memorization of Yule statements provides a cue for application of
'uses in retention tasks then the performance of the Ss having memorized
rule statements should be higher than the performance of Ss who did not
memorize rule statements.
The current investigation was undertaken to attempt to answer the
following questions:
I_

Does the memorization of rule statements facilitate performante
during the initial learning of rules?

a.

Does the memorization of rule statements during initial instruction
facilitate performance during a retention test in rule application
skills?

B.

Does the memorization of rule statements during initial instruction
aid in performance during a transfer task?

4.

i

If memorization of rule statements during initial instruction

facilitates rule application performance, at what point during
the instructional sequence should the memorization requirement
be made?

5,

Do the experimental conditions interact with certain student
abilities?

METHOD
,Subjects

The subjects who participated in this study were taken from grades
9-12 at the Florida State University Developmental Research School:

The

University School student body is composed of students drawn from the

Talahassee, Florida, community so as to accurately reflect the characte-istics of the community.

The participants wei.'e se';ected randomly from

he four grades depending upon the availability of students as dictated
by the University School schedule.

The data recorded from eighteen Ss

whe did not complete all three phases of the study were discarded.
data reported are based on the 124 Ss who completed

The

phases of the

study-

Abil-ity Measures

Several eminent educational psychologits have followed Cronbach's.
(1957) lead in promoting the search for student abilities, aptitudes
(Cronbach & Snow, 1969), attributes (Tobias, 1970), or traits (AERA/SIG
Individual-Differences in Learning and Instruction, 1973) that interact
with instructional treatments to produce different results depending on
the level of the aptitude and type of treatment.

On this basis, two

ability tests were used to investigate relationships between cognitive
abilities and task performance.
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A series of studies by P. F, Merrill and his students (Merrill,
1970;'Merrill, et al., 1972; 1973) have produced results showing Aptitude
Treatment Interactions (ATI's) in a rule-learning task similar to that
used in this study,

.Following the results of the P, F. Merrill studies,

the Letter.Sets Test from the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors
(French, Ekstrom, & Price, t963) was selected as a measure of inductive
reasoning.

The Ship Destination Test from the same source was selected

to measure general reasoning.

Expeimental Task and Materials
The learning task Lsed in this study was an adaptation of materials
based on the APL programming 7,arguage used in several previous studies
(Merr

1, 1972).

The use of the APL programming language as the basis

for the leaning materials situp' ifies pretesting of subjects for previous

experience with the language,

Since the APL programming language is

currently used in some high schools and universities, the results of this

study can be generalized to other instructional efforts dealing with
quantitative subject matter.
each based on one. APL rule,

The learning task consisted of five modules,
Each module consisted, depending upon the

group assignment, of a rule statement, examples of correct application of
the rule, problems to which the rule must be applied to compute the
correct answer, and.a requirement to memorize the rule statement,

The

results of previous research show that the first three rules are easy and
the fourth( and fifth rules substantially more difficult for Ss to learn,
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Performance Measures

Rule application posttest and retention test.

The posttest and

retention test used in this study were essentially parallel forms in
that both were composed of items that were sampled from the same pool
of test items.

The posttest contained a total of fifteen items, three

items for each of the five rules.

A coding error deleted one of the

items on the retention test for Rule 1 so the retention test was composed
of a total of fourteen items, two for Rule 1 and three for each of the
other four rules.

Copies of the posttest-and retention test may be found

Appendix D.

Rule statement retention test.

The rule statement retention test

asked for the statements of the rules to be applied in problem situations.
This test was composed of five items, one- for each of the rules.

Each

itm had a possible score of ten points making a possible total score of
f fty.

Transfer task,

The transfer task was composed of five modules,

each based on one APL rule not presented previously.

The program for each

module of the transfer task required Ss to learn the correct application of
One APL rule.

A-module consisted of one.set of three examples of the correct

application of the rule followed by three test items requiring correct
application of the rule.

As the purpose of the transfer task was to

.evaluate student performance rather than. to provide instruction, no attempt

was made to bring Ss' performance to a minimum criterion level.
mum possible score on the transfer was fifteen.

The maxi-
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Equipment

The instructional program was written in the Coursewriter II

language and presented to the subjects by the IBM 1500/1800 computer)
assisted instructional system at the FSU CAI Center,

The learning

materials and all tests in the APL-based instructional program were
presented on the 1510 cathode ray tube (CRT).

Employment of the CAI

system in this study insured tight control over variable stimulus
events for each subject that could not be controlled in a regular
classroom situation,

Procedure

The study was administeed in three sessions including an ability
testing session, the instructional task and posttest session, and the
retention test and transfer task session.

The ability tests were

administered to all subjects in one large group session and in one smaller
group session, necessitated by the confines of the University School
schedule.

Immediately preceding the admin :stration of the tests, a short

explanation of the general purpose and schedule of the study was given to
the subjects.

about one hour.

The ability testing session (paper and pencil) lasted for
The instructional task session was presented by the CAI

system in the FSU CAI Center.
groups.

.

The subjects were randomly assigned to four

The four groups were a No Memorization of rule statement group,

a Rule Statement Memorization Prior to Instruction group, a ;ale Statement
Memorization During Instruction group, and a Rule Statement Memorization
After Instruction group.

Before receiving instruction in learning the APL rules, all Ss
were presented with warm-up materials designed to familiarize. each .S
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with the operation of the terminal and to indicate in advance of the
presentation of the experimental materials what was expected of him
during the instructional program.

Each of the five modules of the rule application instructional
program presented to all groups consisted of three levels of instruction
in rule application skills.

The student was required to meet the mini-

mum criterion performance of two-thirds of the rule application problems
correct on each level before moving to the next

eve?,

The supporting

stimuli of the rule statement and accompanying examples were faded from one
level to the next until the criterion performance consisted or the presentation of a problem for which S

was required to compute the correct

answer without the aid of supporting stimuli.

If the student did not meet

the minimum performance requirement of two problems correct Out of the

three that were presented at any one level, he received up to four additional displays of that level.

When criterion was reached at each of the

three Revels of rule application instruction, Ss then received the instruc-

tional module for the next task which depended upon the group to which S
was assigned.

The warm-up materials and rule application instruction

materials are presented in Appendix A.

The modules were presented randomly

until all five rules were learned.

Review tests were presented after the completion of the second
module and last module.

Each review test was composed of three test

items for each of the appropriate rules.

Remedial review instruction was

presented to those Ss not meeting the criterion of two out of three
problems correct for each rule on the review test.

After the remedial

instruction was completed the S was then again administered the appropriate
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review test.

The review test and review materials are presented in

Appendix B.

This basic sequence of instructional tasks ,gas presented to all

Ss with the following exceptions.

The Rule Statement Memorization Prior

group was required to memorize the rule statement prior to receiving
instruction in application of the rule.

The Rule Statement Memorization

During group was required to memorize the rule statement after reaching
the criterion of two-thirds correct of the problems presented in the first
level of rule application instruction,

The Rule statement Memorization

After group was required to memorize the rule statement after meeting
criterion on all levels of appl'cation problems associated with the rule

The No Memorization group was hot redOred to memorize the statement of
the rule.

The rule statement memerzaton instruction consisted of several
levels of requirements on the part of the Ss to complete a rule statement
by typing the appropriate words using the terminal keyboard.

The supporting

stimuli of partial rule statements and examples were faded until the criterion performance consisted of the presentation of a partial example for
which S was required to type the statement of the correct rule to be
applied.

The rule statement memorization materials are presented in

Appendix C.

The instructional sequences for each of the four experimental

groups based on this program for rule learning are presented in Table h
EaCh lihe in the figure represents a frame composed of instructional
components.
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ru i.3(eg) + 3(g + fb)

ru

ru + eg + ru + fb

4' 3(eg + fb )
fb)

'(-675

No Memorization Group
Instructional Sequence

eg 4' FT;

fb

eg +

fb

1^7;

eg + ru + fb

ru

f- 3(eg) + 3(eg + fb)

tu + 3(.7g- + fb)

3(eg

fb)

Rule Statement Memorization
Prior Group Instructional
Sequence

ru + 3eg) + 3(eg + fb)

3(eg) + 3(eg + fb)

+ eg

eg

gT

Yu + 3(eg

+ fb

ru + fb

3(eg + fb)

ru + fb

ru. + eg + r u + fb

eg + ru + fb

ru

fb)

eg + ru + fb

3(e-g + fb)

eg + ru + fb

+ fb)

eg + ru + fb

Rule Statement Memorization
During Group Instructional
Sequence
Table I.

Rule Statement Memorization
After Group Instructional
Sequence

Instructional Sequences Presented to
Each of th0 Four Experimental Groups.
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The notation used in Table 1 is composed of components adapted and
extended by P, F. Merrill (1972) from the Ruleg system (Evans, Homme, &
Glaser, 1.962).(

These Include:

ru: Display of a verbal statement of the rule
ru: An incomplete or partial statement of the rule which requires

the student to respond by completing the rule Statement
171: A terminal situation which requires the student to verbalize
the rule statement wi th minimum stimulus support

eg: An example of the rule

2: An incomplete example

or problem which requires the student

to respond by, completing the example or solving the problem
e.g: A terminal. situation where the studentis required to solve

example probleMs w4h minimal stimulus support
n(eg): A-series of n examples of the same rule

fb: Display of feedback concerning the correctness of a student's
response to a problem or partial example

The instructional sequence consisted of the successive display of
frames beginning at the top and proceeding to the bottom of the figure.

The supporting stimuli such as rule statements and examples were faded
gradually until the student was able to solve problems and verbalize the
rule statement (if applicable) with minimal support.

Figure 2 presents

a flow chart depicting the entire instructional program.

Two weeks after the instructional session the subjects returned to
the CAI Center to receive administration of the retention test and transfer
task.

The transfer task was composed of five additional APL rules that
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Flowchart of the Instructional Program
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were not presented previously.

The sequence of instruction in the transfer

task paralleled that of. the initial instructional task presented to the no-

rule statement memOrization group with the exception that no rule statement
was presented,

Dependent Measures
In addition to scores on the two cognitive ability tests, posttest,
retention test, and transfer task described in previous sections, data
were obtained for each S during the rule apOice,:ion 4,nstructdon program

en the following criteria

crisp ay latency, sample test item response

latency, and number of sample test items attempted before meeting the
gOimum performance crite:ricn required by the program,

Display latency

was the measure of the time between the initial display of study material
and the start of the display of the first problem of that.level of instruct-en, -Sample test item response "iatency was the time between the initial

61sOay of a test item and the answering of that test Item imbedded within
the rule application instruction,

Data were also collected on the total amount of time required for
each S to complete the instructional program including the rule statement
memorization instructional materials.

This total instructional time did

not include the time required for testing activities,

Design and Analysis

The data presented in the Results section were collected on the

performance of four treatment groups: the No Memorization group (n = 32),
the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group (n
Memorization During group (n

33), the Rule Statement

29), and the Rule Statement Memorization
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After group (n = 30),

Two designs were used for analysis of the data

depending upon the dependent measure under examination.

A four inde-

pendent group design was used for the analysis of test scores and a four
group by five repeated measures analysis of variance.was used to evaluate
several of the within instructional task measures.
evaluated using two-tailed t tests.

Other data were

A positive bias correction was

applied to those' degrees Of freedom used to test repeated measure'factors
when appropriate in ANOVA (Greenhouse & Geisser,- 1959).

The alpha level

for statistical significance was .05.

Analysis of Aptitude by
Treatment Interactions

To investigate the p'esence of Aptitude by Treatment Interactions,
the relationships between scc,res on the two ability measures and task

performance scores were oper'ationalized In terms of the slope (amount of

change in the criterion per unit change ti the covariable) of the regression
lines for each of the treatme,it groups.

Linear regression analysis

(Bottenberg & Ward, 1963) was used to evaluate the relations;iips between
aptitude and performance.

The procedure for computation of the F sta-

tistic and a description of the mathematical models used in each test arepresented in Appendix E.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of mean percentage correct on the ability tests and on
the task performance tests is presented in Table 2,

All groups performed

similarly on each test with the exception of the rule statement retention
test where, as would be expected, the group that' was not required to memo-

rize rule statements performed lesS well than'the rule statement memorization groups.

All groups performed at a higher ';evel on the rule appli-

cation posttest thanwas.required within the instructional program,-81-88%
on the posttest as compared to 67% required in the

listructional program..

Performance of rule-goveed behavior on the rule application retention
test was somewhat lower than that on the posttest but substantially higher
than-that cn the rule statement retention test,

with results of previous research indicating that

Thls result is consistent
riteTectual skills such

as rule-governed behavior a.;.e more resistant to forgetting than memorized

verbal information (Lahey, 1941; Layton, 1932; Gagne & Sassier, 1963).

Analysis of variance F ratios for the instructional task test scores
are also reported in Table 2,

Table 3 presents a summary of the F ratios

resulting from linear regression analyses used to investigate possible
Aptitude by Treatment Interactions,

A detailed discussion of the analyses

of each dependent measure is presented in the following sections.
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58

55

57

Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

Rule Statement
Memorization During

Rule Statement
Memorization After

ANOVAR, df = 3/120,-fic = 2.68

50

55

44

49

40

Ship
Destination

Ability Test

Letter
Sets

No Memorization

Group

nd i.nstrt,clion:iC Task

F = 1.205

85

:88

80

,81

Rule ApplIcation
Posttest

f.',(.u.es

F < 1,00

63

61

63

59
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Rule Statement
Retention Test!

i.11=1.,11

.

63

task

Transfel

F

--,

47

36

43

2.956

F < 1.00

70

64,

-Ti
,A

..F_...-------4_.-----

Rule Application
Retention Test

Instf-uctional Task Test

and Results of Analysis of Varianr.-e on lnstctiona1 Task 'Test

Mean Percentage Correct on WIqty 1et.

!ah!e 2

3/116

3/116

Ship
Destination
Test Score

Letter Sets
Test Score

p < .05
** p < .01

df

Covariable

3.44

3.96**

Posttest

1.04

Rule Application
Retention Test

1.04

1.29

Rule Statement
Retention Test

Instructional Task Test

1.00

3.44*

Transfer
Task

Summary of F Values Resulting from Linear Re.gression Analyses to Investigate
Possible Aptitude by Treatment interactions on Instructional Task Test Scores

Table 3
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Posttest Score

Since the experimental procedure required all Ss to perfOrm at

a

minimum criterion level on each rule module before proceeding to the
next, no significant treatment differences were expected in mean post test scores.

The results from ANOVA suggest that the minor difference

in treatment group posttest means was due to chance,
.

Figures-3 and 4 illustrate the' different relationships between

reasoning ability test scores and.pOsttest scores in the FoQr treatment
grGups,

There was a greater positive relationship, as illustrated by

the greater positive slope of the regression One, between general
easoning ability as indicated by the Ship Destnation Test. scores and
posttest performance in the Rule Statement Men t zation After group than
In the three other groups.

Similar results were found using scores from

the Letter Sets Test as covar!able and posttest scores as criterion,
rrese

esults are somewhat sovisIng as the

ristiuctional program for

leaning rule - governed behavior was the same for the Rile Statement
.

Membrization After group as for the No Memorization group,

.

Yet, the

re!ationship between reasoning ability and posttest performance was

greater for Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization After group than for
Ss in the No Memorization group.

Apparently the requirement of memorizing

a rule statement after having mastered the behavior required by the rule

increases the relationship between reasoning ability and performance as
compared to not being required to memorize the rule statement at all,
The posttest performance of those Ss memorizing rule statements prior to
receiving instruction in rule application skills was related very little,
as illustrated by the nearly horizontal regreSsion line, to reasoning
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ability as was the posttest performance of those Ss not requiyed to memorize rule statement.

The relationship between posttest performance and

reasoning ability of Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization During group
is of little interest other than that it was between that of the Rule
Statement Memorization After group and that of the No Memorization group,

Rule Application Retention Test Score
The expected .s.grO-nc;:nt differentia'i effect of the treatments on

performance on the rule app'caticr fetention test was not supported by
the data,

One epianat'on for this :result fright be that the instructional

program was equa

y efec.tive

rs teahmg afl Ss the approprate rule-

governed behavior on a. high pe:.-7cfmarir;e

group.

:)e

regardless c

treatment

This rule-goze,ned behaYicf was then retaned tc a i:elatii&y

high degree over the two-week petod between the presentation of the
instruction and the admqlist,ation of the :eT,enton, test,
mean score for al

t-eatAent.

required by the 'nstructIon6

fafA, the

nealy meets the pert:. .r,rance
progr am.

Several other' .::easons.

':Or the

lack of treatment effect on retention of rule-governed behavior will be
presented in a later sect-ion.

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between Ship Destination Test
Scores and rule application retention "test scores for each -treatment group,

AS with the posttest scores, the retention test scores were mere positively
related to-general reasoning ability in the Rule Statement Memorlzation
After group than in the other three groups,
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Rule Statement Retentcn Test -ca'e
The rule statement retewhon test. I-equtred each S to type the

statement of the rule that would be used to compute the correct answer
to each of five problems, eeth probi.em ,ep,esent-',ng one of the previously

learned APL rules.

These statements were e,a.luated independently by two

expert APL programmes,

A correct: rule statement was awarded ten points

corect answers,

with fewer points being gik:en fog pa-t

cues awarded each S by the

duct moment, c.,re;at'on between the tcta

two eveuatvs .was .94 which

tea a hoh de g

scores fo:

Table 2, anaysis cf
Subsequent t tests

of scoring con-

F>> pu!pcses cf fLrCher analysis, the

sistency between ek,,,...uato's

average cf the two

The pro-

f ance

wat.

e ea 'co

idsed,

As reported in

sgnifice.nt treatment effect,

pEO-011ioce differences between

-e.vea,:ed nc

c f between the Rule State-

the three rue statement memo,17at on

ment Memerizaton Nring g oLp 6n. d the No Memorization group.

However,

mean scores indiated s;gr),-trantly lower scores for Ss in the No Memo
rization group than Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group
(t

2.39, df = 120, p

After group (t

2.79, df

.05) and 'or Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization
120, p

,05).

Though Ss in the No Memorization group were not required to memorize
rule statements at. any time, their pe-formance on the rule statement retention test did indicate that .they could give minimally correct rule state-

ments two weeks after rule application

nstruction.

-Surprisingly, the

performance of Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization During group was not
significantly different from that of Ss in the No Memorization group.

All

Ss who memorized the ru7e statements during rule application instruction
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did, in fact, memorize the rule statements just as thoroughly as Ss
the other two rule statement memorization groups but at a different point
in the total instructional program.

The interruption of rule application

instruction to fulfill the rule statement memorization requireMent and then
the subsequent return to the rule application instruction seems to have
debilitated Ss' ability to restate the rule statement on the retention test.

Transfer Task Score

Though Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization Prior and the Rule
Statement _Memorization After groups performed better on the transfer task

than did the other two groups, these differences were not significant,

Figure 6 illustrates the differental reLationsirps between reasoning
ability as measured by the Ship Destination Test and transfer task scores.
Though the slopes of the regression lines are slightly greater for all
groups than those of the posttest and retention test, scores, these regress-

sion lines follow a pattern similar to those for the posttest scores and
retention test scores,

The relationship between reasoning ability and

performance on the transfer task is greater for Ss in the Rule Statement
Memorization After group than for Ss in the other three groups.

The

effect of memorizing rule statements after reaching mastery on rule application skills seems to cause Ss to have'a greater reliance on reasoning
ability to perform en the transfer task..

Number of Rule Application
Sample Test Items Attempted
The number of sample test items attempted during the rule application

instruction is a gross measure of the subject's performance in the instructional program.

The number of sample

test items required to meet the
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minimum performance cflterion is chrectly reated to difficulty S had in

mastering the instructional mate"als.

The minimum number of sample test

Items that any S would ha.ve received was forty-five--thvee for each of
three levels or the f,ie ,'ale modules.

Of great interest are the standard

deviations of the Ru!e Statement Memorization P.fl

7'

group (see Table 4).

The instructional vogam presented to Ss qi this treatment group produced
5'ule-governed beha'- or so un,formly good that. the variability was reduced

to the poJit whee ar.
to be 7nappvcp.,late.

ys

s ci variance

7.111E. data might be considered

The -ange of nurrbe' of sample test 'terns attempted

group was 45-57 with a

by Ss in the ROe Statement Memof zat'on
mean of 46.6.

The

"ancjes of saTpie test

item,.

group, the Rule Statement Memc,Izat'on Du -,n
rent Memoeizat-,on A,tec g-oup we..

fo- the No Memozation
ana the Rule State

45-14i. 45-123, and 45-115 fespectely.

Fcm this. e..1dence :t wood seem 56e to uoncluoe that reclung memoizatlon

statements prof to -0e app'ication :nst'uction .s the best

of the fok,!. !rsttional strateges to -fac;"!'t,Ae uniform)), good ru!e-

governed behavior with a minimum number of practice test items,
Though it is recognized that F ratios obtained from analysis of

variance of these data may be suspect due to the lack of variability of
scores in some of the cells and the 'ack of homogenity of variance across
cells a 4 group x 5 Rule (repeated measures) ANOVA was performed.

As would

be expected from an examination of the weans in Table 4 the results of

this ANOVA revealed significant Treatment and Rule factors (see Table 5)
The mean number. of sample test items indlcate that. the Rule effect was due

to the increased %titer of sample test items attempted in the more difficult

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

No Memorization

Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

Rule Statement
Memorization During

Rule Statement
Memorization After

Overall Rule

_Group

.

.6

9.4
2.6

9.3
2.5

.9

.9

J.1

9.3

9.3

10.1
5.0

0

9.0 1

.5-

9.1

3

.9

9.2
1.1

.7

9.2

10.0
4.8

2

9.3

1.1

9.2

0

5,0

0

9.0

1

Rule

13.3
9.3

14.5
11.6

14.1
9.8

1.1

9.4

15.4
10.2

4

12.8
8.9

13.9
11.6

12.0
7.6

10.2
2.9

15.4
10L8

5

Treatment Group and Rule Means and Standard Deviations
for Number of Rule Application Sample Test Items Attempted

Table 4

Overall

55.8
21.2

54.6
17.3

3.7

46.6

58.9
21,8

Treatment
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance Summary for Number of
Rule Application Sample Test Items Attempted

df

Source

Treatment (T)

3

176.7

120

60.8

(4) la

532.3

(14) 3°

60.1

Ss within T
Rule (R).

x R
R x. Ss within T

a

MS

(480) 120a

df reduced by a factor-of.

1

2.908*

18.939**
'

2.139

28.1

where b

number of repeated

b -

measures (5) according to Greenhouse and Geisser (1959).
*

p < .Q5

** p < .01
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modules for Rules 4 and 5,

Analysis of variance on the number of sample

test items attempted in each rule module revealed a significant Treatment
effect in the Rule 4. module (F = 2i73, df

3/120,.

a<

.05).

Subsequent

t tests revealed that Ss in the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group
required fewer sample test.items to meet the minimum performance level
criterion than did Ss in the No Memorization group (t = 2.67, df = 120,
.05), the Rule Statement Memorization During group (t = 2,05,
of

120, p_

e

.05), and the RLile Statement Memonzation After group

(t = 2,21, df = 120,

a

c

.05)

.

There were no significant differences

between the performance of the other th!ee groups in number of sample test
items attempted in the Rule 4 module

.

Linear regression analysis was emooyed to probe for possible ATI,.

effects on the number of rue appioatIovi sample test items attempted,
Figure 7 illust(ates the sign:i-cant inter.acton between Treatment and
Shp Destination Test, scores uS,Ing number of sample
terion,

test Items as cri-

Figure 8 shows the pots ct the ,egession lines illustrating

the significant interaction between Treatment and Letter Sets Test scores
with number of sample. test items as criterion,

Both figures show that

number of sample test items has a high negative relationship to both
general reasoning ability and inductive reasoning ability for Ss in the
Rule Statement Memorization After group.

This relationship is also

present for Ss in the other groups but to a lesser degree.

In fact, this

relationship was substantially reduced for Ss in both the No Memorization
group and the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group,

The similarity in

slopes of the regression.lines for. the latter two groups should be

,interpreted in light of the significant Treatment effect whereby the
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No Memorization
Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

80

Rule Statment
Memorization During

S.

_

Rule Statement
Memorization After

70.

5.

60

%,.
w

50

%

S...

Ira

-L.
21

18

15

12

9

6

3

SNIP DESTINATION TEST SCORE

Figure 7.

Interaction of Ship Destination Test Scores and Treatments with
Number of Rule Application Sample Test Items as Criterion

No Memorization
Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

100
5'

Rule Statement
Memorization During

s.

*

_ __Rule Statement
Memorization After

S.

60
low

2

.

4

6

8

10

12

LETTER SETS TEST SCORE
Figure 8.

Interaction of Letter Sets Test Scores and Treatments with
Number of Rule Application Sample Test Items as Criterion
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instructional program for the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group
reduced the mean number of sample test items required to meet the minimum
.performance criterion required of all Ss

rule-governed behavior,

Rule Application Display Latency

Another dependent measure used as an indication of Ss performance
in the instructional program is display. latency,

The amount of time that

the Instructional materials are displayed is directly related to the difficuty S had in learning-rule-governed behavior,,

As would be expected, mean

display latency increased from about thirty seconds for each of the three
rrevThusly

demonstrated easier rule modules to about three minutes for each

of the two more difficOt rule moduies (see Table 6).

The instructional

program which required Ss to memorize rule statements prior to receiving

instruction in rule-governed behaopi facilitated learning of rule application skills such that

produced uniformly low requirements for study

tme as compared to the instructiona
g!cups,

programs for the other treatment

When display ;atency for each of the five rule modules was totaled,

the total display latency variance for the Rule Statement Memorization group

was significantly less than the variance for the No Memorization group
(F

5,42, df = 31/32, p < .01), the Rule Statement Memorization During

group (F = 2.27, df = 29/32, a
After group (F

,05), and the Rule Statement Memorization

df - 28/32, 2:<

01).

Though the measure of display

latency is not as importaht as other measuresreported in this paper, these
results do give further evidence as to the effectiveness of the instructional
program for the Rule Statement Memorization Prior- group in facilitating the

acquisition of rule-governed behavior,

237.0
161.2

53L0
242.9

445.5
271.6

101,8
84.2

182.8
129.1

203.8
196.1

186.9
177.1

79.9
82.8

242.5
156.4

156.4
133.6

163.1
149.3

14.8
8.9

28.9
27.0

27.0
20.9

24.2
19.6

19,7
8.3

39.7
27,5

27.2
14.5

29.2
21.7

20.5
17.9

37.1

17'.8.

31.1
19.1

29.4

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

Rule Statement
Memorization During

Rule Statement
Memorization:After

Overall Rule

19.2

531.0
375.4

263.0
229.9

190.4
171.6

27.0
19.0

30.9
26.3

29.8
18.9

.Mean
SD

No Memorization

3

5

Overall

Treatment

2

4

_.

1

Group

Rule

Treatment Group and Rule Means and Standard Deviations for
Rule Application Display Latency in Seconds

Table 6
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Rule Application Sample. Test
Item Response Latency

One additional measure used to indicate Ss' performance, within the

instructional programs is the amount.or time S takes to respond to the
sample test items.

Although this measure was highly related to the number

of sample test items attempted (product moment correlation of .72), it
does give additional information of the effectiveness of the instructional
programs.

Consistent tOth the results of the analyses of several other

dependent measures, the

ristructiona! pfog;-am for. the Rule Statement

Memorization Prior group 1;:gnifiantly reduced variability in total test
item response latency as compared with the programs for the No Memorization
group (F = 7.7, df , 31. 32, 2
group (F . 5,03, dj.

Alter group (F

=

,01), the Rule Statement Memorization During

29/32, 2

6.42, di'.

,01), a.nd the Rule Statement Memorization

28132, E.

,01).

As depicted in Table 7, the

mean sample test item response latency fc?r Ss in the Rule Statement Memo-

rization Prior group was consistently less than that tor each of the other
three groups on each rule. module.

Mean tota

sample test item response

latency indicated less time necessary to respond to test items for Ss in

the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group than.for Ss in the No
MemorizatiOn group (t - 3.502, df - 63, R < .05), and Ss in the Rule
Statement Memorization During group (t

3,168, df = 61, 2 < .05).

Although not significant at the alpha level of ,05, the difference between
performance of Ss in the Rule .Statement Memorization Prior group and Ss in

the Rule Statement Memorization After group (t . 1,67, df = 62,

.10) was

in the same direction with Ss memorizing rule statements prior to rule
application instruction requiring less time to respond to. the sample test

items imbedded in the rule application instruction materials

58.5
36.5

69.6
34.0

Mean

Overall Rule

53.3
23.5

55.3
25.3

69.4

53.5
26.4

Mean
SD

Rule Statement
Memorization After

SD

68.2
64.5

74.1
20.6

61.7
27.6

Mean
Rule Statement
Memorization During SD

30.1

53.2
18.0

62.3
16.3

46.3
12.4

Mean
SD

Rule Statement
Memorization Prior

57.8
18.8

72.9
54,8

52.5
23.9

3

2

Mean
SD

1

Rule

No Memorization

Group

199.8
213.2

180.5
155.7

256.8
249.1

116.2
72.1

250.0
285,6

4

211.9
240.9

201.6
331,3

200.5
178.5

141.3
114.9

2708

304 9

5

Treatment Group and Rule Means and Standard Deviations for
Rule Application Sample Test Item Response Latency in Seconds

Table 7

Overall

560.3
449.2

661.3
397.7

419.3
177,3

738.2
491.2

Treatment
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While evidence has been presented that consistently supports the
effectiveness of the instructional program requiring memorization of rule

statements pric to rule application instruction in facilitating the
acquisition of rule - governed behavior, the following measure will give an

indication of the efficiency of the total instructional programs including
the rule statement memorization program.

Total Instructiona

Time

The total time, e.clud ng testing time, :equired by each S to

I.ompee the irst.rGaonai program, including both the sections on rule
application and on ruse statement memorization; was recorded as' a measure

of the overall effency of the total program.

Mean times for the No

Memor'tzation goup, the Rule Statement Memorization Prior group, the Rule
Statement. Memorization

group, and the Rule Statement Memorization

After group were al, 53, 60, and 50 minutes respectiiely.

The rule

statement memorization groups required substantially more time to complete
the instructi.onal program than did the group not, required to memorize
rule statements.

As the three rule statement memorization groups not only

mastered rule-governed behavior but also performed the additional task of
memorizing the rule statements, this finding is not at all surprising.

U11LUS1ONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In an introductory section of this paper it was proposed that

the memorization of rule statements would increase the accessibility
of previously learned rule application skills and, therefore, facilitate performance on a retention of rule applicati..n skills task.

It

was also anticipated that the memorization of rule statements prior
to rule application

tist:,uction would facilitate the acquisition of

rule-governed behavor by reducing the number of sample test items, and
also reduce the amount of time taken in responding to sample test items.
It was further expected that memorizing rule statements would

compensate for low inductive reasoning and general reasoning ability in
performance during the lea,-ning task and in subsequent test situations.

This effect would be evidenced by a reduced relationship between the
reasoning abilities and task performances.

The design of the present study was such that all Ss were required
to reach a minimum criterion performance at each instructional level of
the task before they were allowed to go to the next level.

The applica-

tion of each rule was mastered before going to the next rule.- This pro-

cedure was used to assure that all treatment groupS would perform at the
same level on the'posttest.

Unless all.groups learned the original task

equally well, any differential performance on retention or transfer
measures could not be attributed to the effect of rule statement memorization on improving accessibility of rule application skills.
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The results
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indicated that mean differences on the posttest were due to chance.

There-

fore, it was concluded that all groups had learned behavior governed by
the five APL rules equally well.

Because overall performance on the post-

test. was better than the two-thirds correct required by the instructional

program it was then concluded that the instructional program was effective in producing Ss who could exhibit the appropriate rule-governed
.behavior.

The expectation that the groups memorizing rule statements would

perform significantly higher on the retention of rule application skils
test was not supported.

This may be due to three factors.

First, since

there wa' a small decrease (20-30%) in performance between the posttest
and retentio

test for all treatment groups, the retention interval of

two weeks may have been too short for the effects of memorization of

rule statements to be seen in retentionof rule application skills.

A

second factor relates to the proficiency in rule application demonstrated
by Ss after completing the instructional program.

The success of the

computer-presented instructional program in promoting this high level of
performance in all experimental groups may have prevented the memorization of rule statements from differentially affecting performance in retention of rule application skills.

Thirdly, the relatively poor per-

formance exhibited by all Ss on the rule statement retention test indicated that the rule statements were not easily accessible in memory, and,
therefore, could not have aided the recall of rule application skills.

The expectation that the rule statement memorization groups would
perform significantly better on a rule statement retention test than the
group that did not memorize rule statements was partially supported.

Those Ss memorizing rule statements either before or after the rule
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application instruction outoeormed those who were not required to
memorize rule statements,

The

Ss who were interrupted in their rule

application instruction to memorize the rule statements may have found

that this interrupton interfered

with their. concentration in prevent-

ing proper organization and storage of accompanying cueing mechanisms
in memory for easy and accurate retrieval of the rule statements in
the retention test, situation,

No significant teatment differences in transfer task performance
were found.

The transfer task used in this study did not include the

presentation of rule statements, and, therefore, may not have been

similar. enough to-the 00ginal instructional program to cause the factor
of rule statement memorization to have an effect on the transfer task
performance.

As expected, treatment-effects within the rule application instructional program were consistent in favoring the memorization of rule
statements prior to rule app/ication instruction, especially in the
modules associated with the more difficult rulet.

The five APL.rules

Used in the instructional program could be characterized as follows:

Rules 1-3 were quite easy, Rule 4 was more difficult and quite complex
and Rule 5 was most difficult but straightforward..

The prior memoriza,

tion of rule statements aided in reducing the number of sample test
items required before reaching the minimum criterion. performance for

Rule 4, and in general reducing the amount of instructional display
time and the amount of time required to respond to the, sample test items.
It seems that memorizing rule statements prior to rule. application. instruc-.

tion enables the student to be more efficient in the acquisition of rule-governed behavior.

However, this effect must be, tempered with the fact
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that the total instructional program including instruction in rule
application skills and memorization of rule statements required, on
the average, over twice the amount of time that the rule application
skills instructional. program required by itself.

The expectation that the memorization of rule statements would
reduce the relationships between task performance and reasoning ability

as measured by the Ship Destination Test and the Letter Sets Test was
not supported.

The instructional program that required no memorization

of rule statements and the program that required memorization of rule
statements prior to rule application instruction.produced similar-results
in minimizing the relationships between reasoning ability and performance
in many of the instructional -task measures and associated tests.

The

memorization of rule statements after meeting minimum criterion performance in rule-governed behavior increased the relationship between reasoning ability test scores and task. performance.

Why this relationship was

greater in the Rule Statement Memorization After group than in the No
Memorization group is not clear.

Apparently, the memorization of rule

statements after mastery of rule-governed behavior may have little or,
possibly, negative meaning to the student in the learning of rule-governed
behavior.. -From an information processing point of view, this memorization

may provide additional information that is an unusable overload for those
Ss lower in reasoning ability, and which, in turn, debilitates both the
acquisition and retention of rule-governed behavior.

Memorization of rule statements during the rule application instruction had no definitive effect on task performance.or on the relationship
between reasoning ability and task performance.

As such, it should not
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be used as an instructional strategy for teaching rule application skills.

Implications for Rule instruction.

The instructonal problem of whether to require students to
memorize rule.statements o(. not as a part of learning rule application

skills cannot be conCos'vey solved on the basis of the results of
this research,

However, several tentative suggestions can be made.
memo-zai,on of a rule statement is required -in an instruc-

1)

tional program de

geed to teach rule application skills, the

memorizaton requirement should be fulfilled prior to instruction 'n rule adplcation skills.
If the goals of an instructional program are associated with

2)

only. r,;le-gdue(ned behavior in long- or short-term retention
.

3)

situations, memoiTzation of rule statements is not necessary.
if total !nstructonal time is limited and all, instruction

must take place during this time, memorization of rule statements should not be included in the instructional program.
4)

If some goals of an instructional program are associated with
facilitating.derformance during the acquisition of rule-

governed behavior, memorization of rule statements should be
required prior- to instruction in rule application skills.
5)

If one purpose of the instructional program is to reduce
learning errors and accompanying frustration and /or anxiety,

memorization of rulejstatements should be required prior to
instruction on rule application skills.

The results of this study indicate that the instructional strategy
used in developing the instructional program to teach rule application
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skills was effective in producing appropriate rule-governed behavior.
This strategy was based on the work of several educational psychologists
and on the results of previous research by the author.

The following

seven instructional components are presented as being useful in proRoting the acquisition of rule-governed behavior.
1)

Presentation of a statement explaining the purpose of the
instruction and, in general terms, what is expected of the
student during and after the instruction.
Presentation of a statement of the rule to. be learned accom-

panied by at least one example to show the student how the
rule is correctly applied.

Require the student to memorize the rule statement.

3)

(optional)

4)

Presentation of the rule statement and several examples for
study by the student, followed by several problems requiring
active student responses which are followed by appropriate
feedback.

5)

Presentation of the tue statement and, without any examples,
several new -problems requiring student response followed
by appropriate feedback.

6)

Presentationof.several additional problems without support
of either the presentation of the rule statement or examples
followed by feedback.

After several rules have been learned following the above six
steps, the student should be presented with several problems,
each requiring a different rule for solution to require the
student to discriminate between learned rules and to choose
the appropriate rule to correctly solve the problem.
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Implications for Future Research

The instructional program used in this research produced such
excellent results in enabling all subjects, regardless of treatment,
to exhibit appropriate rule - governed behavior that the factor of

memorization of rule statements may not have had the expected effect
on retention of rule application skills.

Research should be conducted

using a less structured y'ule application instruction program to determine if the memor7.zat-'on of rule statementsfacilitate retention of

rule application skills performance in a situation other than that of
mastery learning such as was used in this research.

The unexpected effect that was seen in the performance of Ss who
memorized rule statements after mastering rule-governed behavior should
be investigated furthe7 to determine if the increased relationship
between reasoning ability and performance was caused by memorization of
the rule statements 13(

!' memorization of any statement unrelated to the

application of the rule wuuld have the same effect.

Perhaps the memoriza-

tion of the rule statement disturbs the cognitive organization of the
already learned rule-governed behavior.

Or the abrupt shift from learning

a skill to learning verbal information may be the cause of this effect
rather than the content of the material being memorized.
The lack of the memorization of rule statement effect on retention

of rule application skills may have been due to the relatively poor performance in retaining the rule statements.

Though performance un the rule

application retention test and performance on the rule statement retention'
test were related (product moment correlation of .68) the rule statements

may not have been accessible in memory to a great enough degree to aid in
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retrieval of appropriate rule application skills.

Reteaching the

verbalization of rule statements immediately prior to a rule application retention test would assure that rule statements be available
to aid in retrieval of previously learned rule application skills.

The generalizability of these results to instruction on rules
in other than quantitatively oriented topics should be examined.
Instructional programs using rules of grammar, rules of logic, or
rules governing an athletic event might be appropriate to these further
investigations of the effects of memorization of rule statements.
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